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1

INTRODUCTION
The Safe Ways to School initiative began with a pilot study within Cambridge Primary School in 2017.
The initiative was developed by CCASM in conjunction with support from key stakeholders including
the Cycle Action Network, Sport Waikato, Cycling New Zealand and Waipa District Council.
The pilot was run by CCASM to assess the viability of using geospatial mapping technology to engage
the school community and gather insight for targeted infrastructure improvements and behaviour
change. It proved a success with engagement of 43% across the school and over 500 comments
provided to help make infrastructure safer for children to walk/bike to school and reduce congestion.
Although the pilot was not robust academic research, it did highlight a significant level of interest (from
both parents and children) to be able to walk or cycle to school safely, with cycling being the preferred
option for children. It also indicated that parents felt it was safer and more convenient for children to
be driven to school by car. The pilot study showed that of 123 responses 82% of parents would like
their children to walk or cycle to school and of 126 responses 88% of children (when asked) would
also like to be able to walk or cycle to school. The reality showed that of 138 responses 88% were
driven by car.
This outcome is also reflected in the decline of cycling by children shown by the Ministry of Transport
(source NZ Household Travel study 2012). The likely implications of the decline are vast for NZ children,
reaching into adulthood. Road safety and bike handling skill education is available in schools, but the
‘practice’ of road safety is something that children need to experience repetitively for it to become
intuitive to them. As parents we have seen this occur in our own children as they learn to negotiate the
hazards of the road while biking to school. Regular ‘practice’ of road safety can prepare young people
to become future drivers.
The Safe Ways to School pilot aimed to find out what the barriers and challenges were for parents, in
allowing their children to walk or cycle to school. By uncovering parental safety concerns and helping
schools to make active transport more convenient and safer for children (in their Safe Travel Plans),
together we can target community-led solutions that can help turn around the decline of cycling amongst
NZ children.
The pilot results were analysed and presented to key stakeholders including Waipa District Council’s
traffic department, Cambridge Community Board and Cambridge school principals. They in turn
agreed to extend the project across a further 5 schools in Cambridge to gather more in-depth
community insight for the Long-Term Community Plan (LTP) and short-term projects list. These schools
included Cambridge East Primary, Leamington Primary, Cambridge Middle School, St Peters Catholic
School and Goodwood Primary with a total student population of 2400, including 615 older middle
school children. The 615 middle school children were surveyed separately to understand their
experience as non-drivers on Cambridge roads.
The Cambridge wide Safe Ways to School project was commissioned February 2018. The original
report summarises the methodology used, and community insights found, for Waipa District Council to
consider. This report (Version 2) compiles stakeholder feedback to present further findings of high use
routes to school, providing Waipa District Council with some priority areas to investigate improvements.
This report also attempts to provide context and alignment with the governments emerging Bike Ready
initiative and regional road safety strategies.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the governments Cycling Safety Action Plan (2015) NZTA undertook to investigate panel
recommendations to “create and implement comprehensive school travel planning packages
incorporating improved routes to school, appropriate speed limits, community engagement and
increased access to cycle skills training” (NZTA, Making Cycling Safer and More Attractive; page 10).
Since this time much work has been done to improve cycling in NZ. At a regional level the Waikato
Regional Road Safety Strategy and Regional Cycling Programme business case supports central
government direction. At the local level Waipa District Council supported the Safe Ways to School
initiative as a means to gather meaningful data that could help enable the strategy locally.
The extended Safe Ways to School project was a collaborative community-government initiative
between the Waipa District Council, the Cambridge Community Board and the 6 participating schools.
The initiative compliments central and regional government direction and will be used to inform local
council with community insight to assist in sound decision making for future walking/cycling investment.
The project collated data from 5 schools, adding to data previously collated from the initial pilot (a
total of 6 schools). A further pilot survey was conducted with Goodwood school to gather a rural school
community perspective and with 615 older and more independent middle school students (during class
time), to gather student perspectives and experiences as non-drivers (ie a unique perspective from a
segment in the community who are likely to be new at independently using Cambridge footpaths,
cycleways and roads to get themselves to and from school). The student data collated has been
reported on separately herein.
The Safe Ways to School extended project commenced after school holidays in Term 1 of 2018. It
involved a similar methodology to the pilot study, including use of Social Pinpoint’s interactive map
technology (asking participants to drop ‘pins’ on areas of concern and an online survey form (triggered
by the first pin drop, using similar questions as the pilot). The rural school and student surveys were
customised to fit the needs of Goodwood school and for the Middle School students. Incentives were
used in each school to engage classes and parents, ensuring high response rates were obtained.
Communications were run through school newsletters, facebook and emails. In summary between 3060% engagement including 1370 surveys completed and 3774 comments given using this
methodology. This is much higher than a traditional survey.
The geographic spread of the engagement broadly covered community perspectives from parents and
students who live across every part of Cambridge town. The responses were mostly positive and
constructive, with very little moderation required. The following points summarise the results. Parent
transport behaviours and reasons for transport choice included:
•
•
•
•

67% of respondents across Cambridge schools use a car to get to/from school. Some schools have
a higher use than others (unsurprisingly the rural school has higher car use than suburban schools).
27% of respondents use active transport methods due to health benefits and convenience reasons.
As highlighted in the pilot, safety and convenience/distance are the primary reasons for car use.
Scootering is a less used transport method but has higher perceived safety, convenience and health.

Parent and child (when asked) desire to use active transport options to commute to school, particularly
if made safer and more convenient included the following points:
•
•

73% of parents would like children to either always or sometimes walk or bike to school.
Of car users, 65% would still like children to either always or sometimes walk or bike to school.
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•

87% of children (when asked by parents) said they wanted to be able to walk or bike to school.

Parents and students identified areas they perceived as having room for safety improvement for safe
walking and cycling to school, based on their own personal experience of the daily school commute:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School hotspots can be seen on Clare, Williams, Duke/Wilson, Lamb and Noel/Scott St.
Parent hotspots are also identified for pedestrians and cyclists on 18 intersections (refer 5.2.1).
Students hotspots and experienced near misses/accidents were similar to parents (refer 5.2.1).
Rural hotspots were identified around Goodwood school and the Hogan/Fencourt Rd intersection.
284 existing or new crossing point improvements were suggested in comments by parents.
165 improvements were suggested to existing or new footpaths or cycleways in parent comments.
25 improvements were suggested to lights, signage and road markings in parent comments.
58 comments were suggested to improve visibility at intersections by parents.

Some common ‘good ideas’ were suggested by both parents and students (ie older children using the
pathways and roads before they become drivers) for ongoing consideration including:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Improve the visibility and safety of existing crossing points around each of the schools and
introduce new crossing points or central pedestrian refuges for safety as required.
Provide a cycle crossing at Karapiro cycleway over Maungatautri Rd to connect with bike trails to
Leamington School. Likewise, a crossing from the bike trail back over Lamb St to school grounds.
Improve safety of crossing points at round-about on Shakespeare Road and shared cycleway road
markings across driveways over high level bridge and up Victoria St (refer to report).
Improve or create new crossing points at Cambridge Park over Pope Terrace, and hotspots along
Queen Street, Thornton Road, Taylor St and Victoria Road.
Consider safety improvements and crossing points around Cambridge Primary School particularly
on Wilson and Duke St, with separated cycling infrastructure and road markings for vehicles
(raising visibility of cyclists and pedestrians crossing driveways). Consider flashing lights for speed.
Consider widening of existing footpaths with markings to allow for shared (off road) access
between cyclists, pedestrians and other community members on route to/from schools (refer report).
Add a convenient crossing point to Cambridge Middle school bike stands area off Grey St.
Student’s specifically requested smooth pathways for safer scootering to school, and to upgrade
existing school crossing points to zebra crossings or add more patrollers to the busier school times.

Parents were not directly asked to highlight areas of concern for speed or driver behaviours, but
volunteered information where they were concerned for safety of children including:
•
•
•
•

149 parent comments were raised about speed or introducing speed calming measures.
29 parent comments were received about kids and driver behaviour on the roads or footpaths.
Consider speed restrictions around schools and observation of behavioural issues at peak traffic
times (double parking, illegal manoeuvres, distracted, chaotic and unsafe drivers).
Review speed and add traffic calming to entry and exit of town, specifically on Maungatautri
Road (perpetuated by lack of crossing point to connect cycle trails) and in both directions heading
out to Rotorangi Road, heading to Te Awamutu off Pope Terrace and out Thornton Road.

More details on the methodology used to collate and synthesise this data can be found in the body of
the report, with detailed graphs and heat maps illustrating the above points.
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3
3.1

BACKGROUND
Why Safe Ways to School?

The Safe Ways to School initiative was born through the observation (as parents) of growing traffic
congestion around the school, the unsafe behaviour of middle school children cycling on the roads,
coupled with the limited options available to get children biking to school safely (using infrastructure
that had limited safe crossing points and connected off-road cycleway options).
Further investigation found a decline in children cycling since the 1980s, while at the same time child
obesity rates were rising. This prompted the Safe Ways to School pilot with Cambridge Primary School,
to find out why and what could be done to reverse the trend.
The figure below shows the decline of km cycled each week per person by age group over time:

Figure 1: Decline of children cycling (source NZ Household Travel Survey, Ministry of Transport)
By engaging parents, Safe Ways to School aims to understand parental challenges and gather insight
to help target future walking and cycling infrastructure improvements and reverse this trend.
3.2

Central and local Government context
In 2014 the central government initiated a Cycling Safety Action panel, who recommended a number
of high priority initiatives for government to support cycling and improve cycle safety in New Zealand.
One of these panel recommendations was to “create and implement comprehensive school travel
planning packages incorporating improved routes to school, appropriate speed limits, community
engagement and increased access to cycle skills training”. At that time NZTA undertook to further
investigate options to encourage more cycling to school in line with the panel’s recommendations (ref
NZTA, Making Cycling Safer and More Attractive; page 10).
Since this time much work has been done to improve cycling in NZ with funding support available for
local councils to plan for urban infrastructure for improved cycling and walking. With leadership from
the new Labour government GPS in 2017-18, agencies NZTA, ACC and Cycling NZ have joined forces
to create Bike Ready, an initiative to develop a National Cycling Education System which pulls together
the best initiatives (such as the highly successful Bikes In Schools initiative), to improve access to cycling
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and road safety education while infrastructure is improved across New Zealand (anticipated launch
July 2018).
The Bike Ready initiative aims to treat cycling as a life skill, much like swimming, recognising that having
the necessary skills and knowledge to use the transport system is one of the pillars of the Safe System
approach. It is also in line with the Cycling Safety Action Plan panel recommendations.
The Waikato Regional Road Safety Strategy and Regional Cycling Programme business case supports
the central government direction. However action to achieve the outcomes sought by central and
regional government will directly need to occur at the local level (with council and school communities)
to provide the children with the necessary skills, and safe cycling infrastructure for them to use. Waipa
District Council supported the extended Safe Ways to School initiative as a means to gather meaningful
data that could help enable the outcomes sought at a local level, across the Cambridge community.
3.3

Addressing the decline of cycling to school in NZ
There are many far reaching implications associated due to of the decline of children riding bikes or
walking to school. Research has been done proving the benefits to society from active transport and
the business case is sound for reversing the trend to be supported in the government context.
The topic is complex and it has been recognised by government that it requires a wholistic approach
to solve the decline and achieve good outcomes for the community at large. Schools have a role to
play (with road safety and bike handling skills education), Councils have a role to play (in the design
and build of the receiving environment, including infrastructure improvements that accommodate the
needs of a growing community), and parents have a role to play (in providing for the safe transport
of our most vulnerable of road users to and from school, and the practice children need to grow
competent in road safety awareness and skills when using the road network).
The decline is also high on the agenda for the Cycle Action Network and is actively being addressed
by initiatives such as Bikes in Schools, where government funding is available for schools to build bike
tracks and provide bike handling skills education. In school training can be provided by Cycling NZ
and Sport Waikato funding is also available for equipment (ie bikes) to be purchased for school use.
Many resources are available to schools from NZTA, Police, ACC, Waikato Regional Council, Cycling
New Zealand and Sport Waikato amongst others. The aim is to help schools embed road safety
education into the curriculum and give every child the opportunity to learn how to ride a bike safely.
However, although road safety and bike handling education is ideally provided in schools, the reality
is that children also need regular ‘practice’ of road safety for the skills to become intuitive to them. As
parents, over time we have seen children learn to negotiate road hazards whilst walking or biking to
school. The route to and from school could become a great training ground for the regular ‘practice’
of road safety amongst children. By supporting parents to utilise this time and journey, we can help
reverse the decline of walking and cycling to school whilst also working to prepare NZ’s young people
with the intuitive and competent skills they’ll need when they begin to drive on NZ roads.
The Safe Ways to School initiative attempts to understand the challenges and barriers to more children
walking and biking to school, from the parent’s collective voice. It aims to provide schools and council
with tangible actions that will set the physical environment to support a change in parental behaviour,
encouraging more supported and safe walking and cycling to school by more children.

3.4

Parents are key to getting more kids on bikes
NZTA’s best practice suggests that every school should have a Safe Travel Plan to provide parents with
guidance for school travel, however this is not a mandatory requirement and the Safe Travel Plan
requires expertise and time to research and develop alongside school parents. Some Councils provide
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a School Safe Travel Plan Co-ordinator to assist schools through this process, however none of the
Cambridge schools that participated in the Safe Ways initiative had an active Safe Travel Plan.
Walking School Buses and Cycling Trains are a consideration with parents for the Safe Travel Plan.
Schools looking to achieve Enviro School status also have an incentive to run Walking School Buses and
Cycling Trains due to environmental and health benefits associated. However, setting up these sorts of
out-of-school initiatives can be time consuming and will often require an interested teacher or parent
to drive them. For those schools that have made the effort, they report that these initiatives are
successful in getting more children walking and biking to school, however they also report that once the
driving individual leaves the school, the initiative fizzles out and many parents resort back to the car.
The Safe Ways to School survey can help to inform the schools Safe Travel Plan by identifying parents
interested in leading or participating in Walking School Buses and/or Cycling Trains, and common
meeting points where they can run from. It also helps identify alternative park and walk options for
parents who need to drive, and high use routes into the school for targeted council investigation.
3.5

Providing safe cycling infrastructure as part of the solution
Learning about road safety, then practicing road safety skills each day (using alternative transport
methods such as walking and biking) in a safe environment, should be afforded to every child.
Safe Ways to School aims to find out what the physical/environmental challenges are for parents, in
allowing their children to walk or cycle to school. For example, marking on a map where their safety
concerns are, and what suggestions they may have to improve the safety of their route to school.
By uncovering areas of parental safety concern and providing an opportunity to voice suggestions for
community-led infrastructure solutions (through personal experience of the network from a vulnerable
road user’s perspective) we can help inform Council on possible target infrastructure improvements.

3.6

Safe Ways to School outcomes to be realised
The Safe Ways to School initiative attempts to bridge between the school (education), Council
(environment) and community (collating and interpreting community insights) by understanding
community use of the surrounding environment, safety concerns and ideas for improvement.
Data reported from the Safe Ways to School initiative can assist in achieving an understanding of
parent’s and student desire/challenges in walking or biking to school, informing school policy,
management and Safe Travel Plans, setting up School Walking Buses and Cycle Trains, targeting school
road safety, bike education initiatives and areas where driver or child behaviour causes safety risks
for the community. The data can help in designing school parking facilities to alleviate traffic congestion
and child safety issues, and target Council funding towards infrastructure improvements in identified
high use routes, enabling safer walking and cycling to/from school.
The remainder of this report focuses on the methodology used to deliver Safe Ways to School across
Cambridge, the findings of this work and the actions for schools and Waipa District Council to consider.
It is not academic research and is based on the collective voice of parent and student perspectives,
and feedback gathered from key stakeholders involved in the process and should be read as such. The
results have been provided to the participating schools, Waipa District Council and the Cambridge
Community Board. The report has been submitted to the council’s Long Term Plan also.
It is anticipated that Waipa District Council will use this report to help inform future transport planning
and engineering solutions to support high use routes to school and connect a network of safe
cycling/walking options that parents can comfortably use, allowing children to commute independently
(as skills and age allow) or collectively in established Walking School Buses/Cycling Trains to school.
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4
4.1

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Overview
This section provides an overview of the methodology employed to deliver the Safe Ways to School
initiative across Cambridge schools, including the survey design, technology used and data analysis.
An online Safe Ways to School survey and interactive web-based map was run by CCASM Ltd for
each individual school, branded with the school logo on all communications. The survey’s ran over the
period of 1 week approximately, with each school staggered in a programme which ran for
approximately. 6 weeks in total. The survey design was undertaken in consultation with each school
and the analysis completed separately prior to aggregating the data for collective analysis and
mapping of the results across the community for community insights.
Finally, the data was categorised into key themes (developed to help identify infrastructure and
behavioural improvements), displayed via GIS based maps and interpreted into high use route maps
and suggested improvements for these routes, as shown in the summary of results in this report.

4.2

Survey design
The survey was designed in 2 parts:
1. Behaviour Survey – a qualitative/quantitative survey form triggered by a location pin drop and;
2. Location Survey – a qualitative survey with open ended questions triggered by location pin drops
Three behavioural type surveys were run for each school, triggered by a location-based pin drop on
the map. The pins with a behavioural survey attached included the Home Pin, the Walking Bus Meeting
Point Pin and the Cycling Train Meeting Point Pin.
The Home Pin questionnaire launched a survey including the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do you have more than one school aged child in your home?
How old is your OLDEST child at this School? (Please answer all questions with this child in mind)
What is the main method of transport your child normally uses to get to school? Choose one only.
Why does your child normally use this method of transport to get to school?
Do YOU want your child to be able to walk or cycle to school?
If you do NOT want your child to walk/cycle to school, can you please tell us the reasons why not?
Ask your child: do THEY want to be able to walk or cycle to school? Choose more than one.
What do you think is an appropriate age for your child to start walking or cycling to school
unaccompanied by an adult?

The Walking Bus Meeting Point and Cycling Train Meeting Point pins both asked parents where suitable
meeting points would be for a Walking School Bus or Cycling Train to be established and launched a
survey including questions to help identify parents who were interested having their child participate
in an organised Walking Bus or Cycling Train, and parents who were willing to organise or lead a
Walking Bus or Cycling Train. The results provided each school with a cluster of parents/families who
can establish a Walking Bus or Cycling Train into the school, from a convenient and safe meeting point
for parents to drop children to (this data has been collated for each school to be presented in a
suggested Safe Travel Plan).
Location-based surveys were also run in each school to provide an open forum for parents to identify
areas for concern and opportunities for improvement. Pin type were provided for parents to locate
their issues/opportunities including Danger Zone Pin (to locate areas of safety concern for children
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walking or cycling to school), Car Drop Off Zone Pin (to locate alternative park and walk options for
parents to use), and a Good Ideas Pin (to locate their ideas for suggested improvements). Each pin
drop triggered a comment box for parents to explain why they had dropped the pin in that area.
The student’s survey had an additional Accident or Near Miss Pin (to locate where they had experienced
or witnessed accidents or near misses as a pedestrian or cyclist around Cambridge), and the rural
school survey with Goodwood did not include Walking Bus and Cycling Train Meeting Points due to the
school location on a main road. Instead the survey canvased improvements to parking and interest in
car-pooling options.
4.3

Schools and key stakeholders involved
Cambridge Primary school was initially engaged, alongside the Cycle Action Network to help CCASM
Ltd design a pilot survey and methodology that could be used to collect valuable data from parents.
Working closely with the school we quickly found the problem areas that the school wanted help with.
A number of key stakeholders also endorsed or supported the initiative including Sport Waikato,
Cycling New Zealand and Waipa District Council traffic department. School communities including the
principals, teachers and parents themselves were also important key stakeholders in the initiative.
Once proven (through the pilot), the initiative was expanded with support from Waipa District Council
and the Cambridge Community Board across the following schools:
School
Cambridge Primary School

Size
390 students

Age range
Year 1-6 (age 5-11)

Type
Urban central

Cambridge East School

382 students

Year 1-6 (age 5-11)

Suburban east

St Peters Catholic School

185 students

Year 1-8 (age 5-13)

Urban central

Cambridge Middle School

615 students

Year 7-9 (age 11-14)

Suburban east

Goodwood Primary School

303 students

Year 1-6 (age 5-11)

Rural north

Leamington Primary School

525 students

Year 1-6 (age 5-11)

Suburban south

Total response

2400 students

Covering ages 5-14

Urban-Rural

Adding in previous data collected from Cambridge Primary, the participant coverage proved to be
significant. Note the Goodwood School survey was provided as a pilot to understand the perspectives
of a rural school, and a further survey engaging the perspectives of middle school students
(approximately 10-13 year olds) was also undertaken at the request of Cambridge Middle School.
This survey extended the pilot study to explore insights from children who do not drive (ie are walking
and cycling to school). The student survey results have been addressed separately within this report.
Following feedback from council further work was done using the data and insight from school principals
to determine preferred high use routes into school grounds for walking and cycling.
4.4

Communications and engagement

Cambridge Primary School principal Mike Pettit assisted in the initial strategy to engage teachers and
parents with the pilot initiative. An incentive offered, through the teachers, to students, encouraging
them to complete the survey at home with their parents. Any class with over 50% response rate would
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win a pizza shout from Big Poppas Pizza. Mike presented this to his teacher’s staff meeting and CCASM
managed all logistics to implement the study. Parents were engaged directly via the children, school
emails, newsletter and facebook promotions. CCASM reported on response rates to boost competition.
Collectively the incentive drove 138 parents to engage in the survey, representing approximately 43%
of the school family population in the pilot survey. As the formula worked well for the pilot, it was
repeated for the expanded survey across the 5 Cambridge schools. CCASM worked with each school
to identify their preference in incentive, their communications tactics and their schedule for engagement
activities. Incentives varied from Big Poppas pizza lunch shouts, ice blocks and pool parties for
classrooms with the highest response rates and grocery vouchers drawn for participating parents.
Communications were run through each school’s facebook page, emails and newsletters. The
engagement varied across schools depending on what else the school had on at the time and how much
each school promoted it. The results of engagement across all schools were as follows:

Cambridge Primary School

No of students
390 students

No engaged
168 parents engaged

% engaged
43%

Cambridge East School

382 students

89 parents engaged

23%

St Peters Catholic School

185 students

93 parents engaged

50%

Cambridge Middle School

615 students

144 parents engaged
425 students engaged

23%
69%

Goodwood Primary School

303 students

178 parents engaged

59%

Leamington Primary School

525 students

249 parents engaged

47%

Total response

2400 students

1346 responses

50%

Cambridge Primary School

No of visits
359

No of surveys
213

No of comments
529

Cambridge East School

126

81

193

St Peters Catholic School

245

90

223

Cambridge Middle School

380 parents
676 students

176 parents
413 students

451 parents
1349 students

Goodwood Primary School

327

110

352

Leamington Primary School

517

287

677

Total response
2630 visits
1370 surveys
3774 comments
Figure 2: Tables of engagement results (source Safe Ways to School survey 2018)
These responses represent a sample of Cambridge families with young children between the ages of
5 years old and 13 years old. Families can have children at multiple schools (ie at primary school and
at middle school) so there may be some duplication of responses from one family. Parents and students
of Cambridge Middle School may also be duplicated responses from one family. For the purposes of
the results student responses from Cambridge Middle School have not been included in the overall
accumulative responses.
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Arguably this group within the community (ie families with young children), are less likely to engage in
Council planning processes to understand council documents and make submissions on council plans,
however this theory has not been tested within the survey material and is a consideration for the results
only. Should this theory prove accurate, the engagement represents valuable insight into this audience.
The following figure shows the approximate location of each school involved (yellow stars) and the
extent of participant engagement in each Safe Ways to School survey combined across Cambridge.

Figure 3: Participating schools (yellow) and parents (blue) (source Safe Ways to School 2018)
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4.5

Data analysis
All the data collected via Social Pinpoint’s interactive map was then extracted in Excel spreadsheets to
commence with theme categorisation and analysis. Each comment is tagged with themes and then
analysed using GIS maps (based on the map locations provided). Comments could have a number of
category themes attached to them, depending on how broadly the comment covered issues raised.
Key themes for categorising the data included the following
1. Themes for “reasons why child uses normal transport” – safety, healthy, convenience, long distance,
short Distance, no reason
2. Themes for “reasons why parent does not want child to walk or cycle” - safety, long distance,
anxiety, too young, time, personal safety, convenience.
3. Themes for “reasons why middle school students do not what to walk or cycle” – safety, long
distance, anxiety, too young, time, personal safety, convenience.
4. Themes tagged for Danger Zone and Good Idea pin comments - cycleway, footpath,
lights/signage/road markings, crossing point, quick dropoff, behavioural, speed, visibility.
Data from Danger Zones comments and Good Ideas comments were cross analysed in this way,
synthesizing the essence of community insight or sentiment being expressed under each key theme, but
without loosing other issues that were being raised by the respondent. For example, a Danger Zone
comment may talk about the lack of a crossing point (infrastructure crossing point theme) and at the
same time talk about the speed of traffic on that stretch of road (driver behaviour speeding theme). In
this case the comment is shown twice on two separate maps. Once as a crossing infrastructure need and
then also as a concern for speed.
Data has been collated and analysed per school and also combined to graphically display across
Cambridge town as a whole. School specific information (such as Car Drop Off Zones, Walking Bus
and Cycle Train Meeting Points) will be presented to each school in a suggested Safe Travel Plan.
Data combined to display across Cambridge included the heat maps for safety concern and good
ideas for infrastructure improvements (categorised into crossing points, cycleways and footpaths).

4.6

Technology used
Social media and digital marketing techniques were used to reach parents via the schools. Social
Pinpoint was used to gather the data via surveys and an interactive map. Excel was used to categorise
comments into key themes and GIS Arc Map was used to then used to cluster key themes and interpret
comments for reporting via heat maps created to visually represent the essence of the survey results.
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5
5.1

SURVEY FINDINGS
Behavioural Graphs
The following graphs show findings accumulated across all Cambridge schools (green surrounds) and
specific to middle school students (orange surrounds) to understand behaviour around transport choices:

Graphs 1: 67% of primary students are car passengers, with 27% using active transport methods.
Middle school students claim 35% travel by car with 46% using active transport and 19% bus.
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2

Graph 2: shows the reasons why some parents ‘never’ want their children to walk/bike/scoot to school.

Graph 3: unsurprisingly as children age they are more likely to walk, scooter or cycle to school.
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Graphs 4: safety, convenience and distance (convenience and distance could be combined) are the
main reasons for using the car. Walkers are more likely to live nearby with cycling being chosen for
health reasons. Note safety is not considered a reason to cycle or walk to school, however scootering
is. By the time children are in middle school, convenience becomes the main reason for almost all
transport modes.
We could interpret this to mean if walking and cycling could be made safer for children it may help to
change transport behaviours. It is possible that scootering could be promoted as an alternative active
transport method as although fewer scooter, it does have higher perceived safety, convenience and
health (note this is not based on a large sample, with only 1-6% of respondents using scooters for
transport).
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Graphs 5: overwhelmingly 73% of parents would like their children to walk or cycle to school. By the
time students are in middle school, 65% of the students would always or sometimes like to walk or bike.
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Graphs 6: of car passengers only, 65% of parents still want their children to walk or cycle to school.
Similarly 63% of middle school students who normally travel by car still want to walk or cycle to school.
With safety and convenience being the two main reasons for using the car, it is surprising that so many
parents would want their children to walk or bike to school. This suggests again (reinforcing the
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suggestion above) that of the 67% of parents who currently use the car, many may consider changing
their behaviour to walking/cycling IF the journey could be made safer and more convenient for them.

Graph 7: when asked to ask the children, 87% of children wanted to walk or cycle to school too.

Graph 8: 50% of children preferred cycling to other non-car transport options to school.
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Graph 9: by age of 8 years old, 26% of parents consider their child can independently get to school.
Accumulatively, by the time children are 12 years old this has increased to 93% of Cambridge children.
This suggests that road safety skills need to be taught from year 5 onwards to prepare children for
independent travel to school by the time they are in middle school and driving at high school. As bike
is likely to be the preferred option, bike handling skills and cycling infrastructure needs consideration.
Figure 4: Graphs 1-9 Parent vs student transport (source Safe Ways to School, all schools 2018)

Graph 10: shows that a majority 91% of Middle School students felt safe on Cambridge roads.
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Graph 11: Middle School students often remembered learning about road safety from multiple sources.
The most common one was at Primary School. With friends and family, followed by Middle School itself
were next. Note it is likely that other organisations taught at primary and Middle School, but that
children attribute the lesson to school rather than to the organisation. Clearly friends and family play
a significant role in teaching children about road safety skills.

Graph 12: shows that 27% of Middle School students felt a desire for more road safety lessons at
school, 49% didn’t know (or were maybe ambivalent) and 24% felt that they had had enough lessons.
Figure 5: Graphs 10-12 Student transport options (source Safe Ways to School, Middle School 2018)
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5.2
5.2.1

Location-Based Maps
Safety hotspots of concern
The following maps show findings accumulated across all Cambridge schools to understand locationbased safety hotspots of concern and student concern overlaid with witnessed accidents or near misses.

1

Map 1: hotspots for parent safety concerns around Cambridge central. The yellow spots indicate where
parents had a concentration of concern for children getting safely to school. Unsurprisingly most safety
concerns are directly around the school or nearby, with outlying hotspots in areas of common interest.
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2

Map 2: the student perspective shows where children have independently given their concerns for
safety (yellow hot spots) and their experiences of witnessed accidents or near misses (purple/white
dots). Combined with parent data this provides a compelling story of areas to focus on. Areas outside
of Cambridge Primary, Cambridge Middle, Cambridge High School and Cambridge East schools are
clear student safety concerns, along with highlighted spots on Victoria, Hamilton and Thornton Roads.

3
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Map 3: indicating parents safety concerns around Leamington School and outlying areas. Areas such
as Cambridge Park, high level bridge, roundabout on Shakespeare and other key intersections around
Leamington (including two key points of cycle trail connectivity to Leamington school) are highlighted.

4

Map 4: the middle school students perspective shows where children have independently given their
concerns for safety (yellow hot spots) and their experiences of witnessed accidents or near misses
(purple/white dots) in Leamington area. Combined with parent hotspot data this shows areas needing
attention including around Cambridge Park, high-level bridge, Shakespeare and Leamington town.
5.2.2

Summary of parent and student Cambridge common concerns
The following table shows a summary of common parent and student Cambridge safety concerns in no
particular order:
Common parent/student areas of concern
Corner of Bryce and Duke St intersection
Victoria Rd and Williams St intersection
Corner of Thornton Rd roundabout
Taylor and Victoria Rd intersection
Taylor and Bowen St intersection
Pengover Ave and Pope St intersection
Victoria St and Pope/Cook St bridge intersection
Cook St and Shakespeare St intersection
Queen St and Bryce St intersection
Wilson St and Duke St intersection
Claire St and Grey St intersection
Williams St and Grey St intersection
Williams St and Bowen St intersection
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5

Map 5: indicating parent safety concern in the Fencourt area covering the journey to and from
Goodwood school. Surprisingly the intersection of Hogan and Fencourt is perceived as a high-risk area.
Note there was not any Middle School student data to show for the Fencourt area.

5.2.3

Community based suggestions for infrastructure improvements
Comments from parents with either concern or ideas for improvement were tagged with category
themes (see data analysis section above) and GIS mapped to show areas where infrastructure could
be reviewed.
Improvements to Crossing Points (both existing crossings and areas where no pedestrian crossing point
exists) were by far the most suggested parent improvements to make cycling and pedestrian use of
the network safer. Crossing Points have therefore been separated out into the following Crossings
infrastructure maps:
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6

Map 6: areas indicated by parents where improvements are wanted to crossings around Cambridge.
Most feedback focused on improving crossing points around the schools, but other key ones included
the crossing at Karapiro cycleway to connect the bike trails to Leamington School, the round about on
Shakespeare Road to the high-level bridge, Cambridge Park area, Queen Street, Thornton Road,
Taylor St and Victoria Road.
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Further tagged categories and analysis determined where infrastructure improvements were suggested
by parents to footpaths, cycleways, road markings and where visibility is of concern.

7
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Map 7: parent indicated for infrastructure improvements to connect footpaths, cycleways, improve road
markings and signage, and to improve visibility. Many comments focused around the Cambridge
Primary School area to provide for safer cycling infrastructure and clearer road markings for vehicles,
especially where cycleways and pedestrian footpaths cross driveways, or the widening of existing
footpaths with markings to allow for shared access between cycling and walking (off the road).

8

Map 8: parents indicated need for infrastructure improvements to connect footpaths, cycleways,
improve road markings and signage, and to improve visibility around the Fencourt area and
Goodwood School. Many comments focused on the Hogan/Fencourt intersection, traffic calming around
the school area, and providing cycleway provisions and connections back towards St Kilda and Swayne
Road areas. This is reflected in the analysis which shows many children are traveling from town to
Goodwood School on a daily basis (and have no safe walking or cycling options available).
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5.2.4

Community comments on behaviour and speed concerns
Further tagged categories and analysis determined where driver or child behaviour on the road was
considered a safety issue, including areas where speeding tends to occur.

9

Figure 6: Maps 1-9 of safety concerns and ideas (source Safe Ways to School 2018)
Map 9: parent comments about observed speed and behavioural concerns (such as double parking,
illegal manoeuvres, distracted drivers, chaotic and unsafe behaviour etc) on the roads around schools.
Main areas of concern for speed (red dots) included near Karapiro cycleway (perpetuated by lack of
crossing point to connect cycle trails, Shakespeare St round about, Pope Terrace and Thornton Road).
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5.2.5

Student accidents and near-misses vs NZTA active transport crash data
Map 10 shows Cambridge Middle School student data collated when asked where students had
experienced or witnessed accidents or near misses on the roads. NZ Transport Agency data showing
actual active transport DSIs (deaths and serious injuries) recorded from 2008-2018 have been
overlayed to show where priority areas could be targeted for safety improvements first.

10
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6
6.1

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Engagement and survey results
With 30% to 60% engagement, we understand that the methods employed for this project consistently
yield a much higher contribution that typical engagement or consultation methods. The spread of
engagement through the Cambridge community is also impressive, with broad coverage and
contributions being largely positive and constructive towards improving Cambridge’s infrastructure for
children (as vulnerable road users), but also for wider community as pedestrians, cyclists, the elderly
and disabled would also benefit.

6.2

Understanding community desire vs barriers to using active transport in Cambridge
The surveys around alternative transport behaviour show that 67% of respondents use the car to
transport to and from school, with 27% currently using alternative healthy transport methods. There is
a distinct difference in healthy transport uptake between school in a suburban location (Leamington,
East) and those in an urban or rural location (St Peter’s, Cambridge and Goodwood). The rural school
(Goodwood) understandably resulted in a higher percentage of car users, largely because there are
no safe active transport alternatives. In this survey focus was on car-pooling as an alternative.
Those that do use alternative transport do so for perceived health benefits, while safety and
convenience are the primary reasons for using the car. 73% of parents want their children to walk or
bike, and 65% of car users would also like their children to walk or bike. 87% of children also want to
walk or bike. The barrier is primarily safety and convenience for parents to change behaviour.
Individual school results provided suggested safe meeting points and a list of parent
volunteers/participants to get Walking School Buses and Cycling Trains set up to address the barrier
of ‘convenience’ for parents. Arrogated results from across all schools show common parent safety
concerns, issues to be investigated and suggestions for improvements to address the perceived ‘safety’
barriers presented in the existing infrastructure, and a collection of community ideas to improve it.

6.3

Mapped speed and driver/child behavioural results

Unsolicited parent comments specifically mentioning traffic speed and driver/child behaviour was
collated in some key areas. Some parents suggested the installation of flashing school lights and other
traffic calming measures (around schools for speed management). Maybe engaging police to observe
driver/child behaviour at peak traffic times may help deter issues such as double parking, illegal
manoeuvres, and distracted unsafe driving/child behaviour. The feedback suggests a review of speed
and traffic calming measures in key areas could be instigated due to community concern, specifically
around Maungatautari Road (perpetuated by the lack of a safe crossing point to connect cycleway to
the cycle trails), Rotorangi Road, Pope Terrace, Victoria Road, Hogan Road and Thornton Road.
6.4

Mapped safety improvement results
Key commonalities across parent comments are highlighted within the report, however in brief they
included hotspots for safety concerns around each school and at 18 other identified intersections.
Student identified hotspots and experienced near misses/accidents were similar to parents.
Some of the more common safety hotspots and ideas for improvement included improving visibility and
safety of existing crossing points or adding new crossing points or central pedestrian refuges (where
they currently do not exist). More specifically providing a cycle crossing point at Karapiro cycleway
over Maungatautri Rd (to connect with bike trails to Leamington School) and from the bike trail back
over Lamb St to the school grounds. Crossing points could also be improved at Shakespeare Road
round about and shared cycleway road markings added across driveways up to the high-level bridge
and up Victoria St. Crossing points are also highlighted at Cambridge Park over Pope Terrace, along
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Queen Street, Thornton Road, Taylor St and Victoria Road. Considering crossing points and cyclist
safety around Cambridge Primary School, particularly on Wilson and Duke St with separated cycling
infrastructure and road markings across driveways (raising visibility of cyclists and pedestrians crossing
driveways for vehicles) was also suggested.
Students specifically mentioned the widening of existing footpaths, adding shared pathway markings
(to allow for easier shared off-road access between cyclists, pedestrians and other community
members), they requested a convenient crossing point to Cambridge Middle school bike stands area,
smoother pathways for scootering (which may increase the use of scooters), upgrading existing crossing
points to zebra crossings (students may perceive zebra crossings as safer to cross) and adding more
school patrollers to busier roads. In the rural area it was suggested that cycleway provisions and
connections could be provided back towards St Kilda and Swayne Road areas (as many Goodwood
School children travel from town to the rural school and have no option to bike or walk). It was
noticeable that Hamilton Road received few comments, maybe reflecting the improvements that have
gone on in this area with a new roundabout, improved crossing points and cycleway paths added.
6.5

Priority high use routes identified to create a School Commuter Network
Following council feedback the mapped safety improvements were further analysed to identify priority
areas for Waipa District Council to focus engineering resources and targeted funding into. Council’s
intention is to use community insight to contribute towards the development and funding of a
walking/cycling infrastructure safety improvements programme for Cambridge. This council led
programme would work to deliver a safe, cyclable network that would connect the community with the
schools and encourage more children/parents to commute to school via active transport.
The following maps 1-6 show high use route priorities for each school. These were determined by
assessing home locations with community feedback in relation to a walkable 1km radius around each
school, in consultation with each school principal:

Map 11: Cambridge East identified high use routes (in pink)
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Map 12: Cambridge Middle School high use routes (in pink)

Map 13: St Peters Catholic high use routes (in pink)
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Map 14: Cambridge Primary School high use routes (in pink)

Map 15: Leamington Primary School high use routes (in pink)
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Map 16: Goodwood Primary School (rural) high use routes (in pink)
Thr proposed improvements selected as priority for the high use route maps for each school numbered
Map 11-16 (shown as comments) will be provided to council in high resolution for readability. Map 17
shows an overview of the school specific high use routes, connected to create a proposed school
commuter network to service all Cambridge schools with dedicated safe routes.
A school commuter network such as this would be particularly relevant to the Middle School and High
School students as they begin commuting independently to get to school from one side of Cambridge
to the other. The link suggested (from Cook down Shakespeare) shown in a purple dashed line (Map
17) provides a central route from homes in Leamington to Cambridge East where the Middle and High
Schools are based. Further investigation would be required due to the high number of conflicts along
this route. A network like this would also be relevant for parents of younger primary aged children
who wish to ‘coach’ their children with daily practice of road safety skills, growing young children into
capable and independence young adults. Parents would use the network through organised Walking
School Buses and Cycling Trains (or independently with their children each day). The network would be
available for the wider community of vulnerable road users and cycle commuters looking for safe
walking/cycling access into Cambridge town from the outlying suburbs of Cambridge.
Note there is no expectation that this work will be carried out, however it is anticipated that Waipa
District Council will use the community insight provided to help inform investment priorities for
improvements in future. Waipa District Council may choose to commence with these suggestions or not.
By using this community insight to help inform an engineered/designed solution for safe routes (ie
shared walking/cycling facilities), the Safe Ways to School Cambridge wide project will have
contributed to a safe network for school commuting based on today’s user experiences, informing a
community led design solution to help shift tomorrows behaviour change towards active transport.
By combining the assessments in Map 11-16, focusing on high use routes from a wider community
perspective, a walkable/cyclable School Commuter Network begins to emerge as follows in Map 17:
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Map 17: Cambridge wide connected School Commuter Network
Over time with further community input the network could be layered to grow, serving to connect
surrounding recreational shared cycleways with community homes and town business centres. With
schools being central to this, access is provided for out of school use of school grounds and cycle tracks.
This vision for community input into creating a walkable cycleable Cambridge has been presented to
the Waipa District Council’s Long Term Plan but is yet to be adopted formally within that process.
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7
7.1

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Conclusions
The Safe Ways to School project method of surveying parents and students across wider Cambridge,
has proven to be an effective way to engage and gather community insight for Council consideration
The report concludes that safety and convenience are the main issues that cause parents to choose the
car. Addressing safety concerns could see up to 30% of currently driving parents changing behaviour
to allow their child to walk or cycle to school, thereby reaping the health, environmental and long-term
safety and educational benefits of doing so, whilst also reducing traffic congestion around school gates.
Safe Ways to School aims to align with the Cycle Action Network’s priorities in cycle safety and getting
more kids on bikes. It aligns with central government outcomes desired and Cycling Safety Action panel
recommendations to “create and implement comprehensive school travel planning packages
incorporating improved routes to school, appropriate speed limits, community engagement and
increased access to cycle skills training” (ref NZTA, Making Cycling Safer and More Attractive; pg 10).
It complements the existing Bikes in Schools initiative (which focuses within school grounds) by recognising
that Bikes in Schools will create more demand for safe routes to school and understanding what this
might look like from a user/community perspective. It also complements the Bike Ready package for
schools, aiming to build cycling as a life skill, much like swimming, for children of all ages into adulthood.
It therefore also works to council deliver on the Safe System approach promoted within government
and it helps to bridge central and regional government outcomes into local actions, in this case for the
Cambridge community and likely users of a connected School Commuter Network.
Most importantly Safe Ways to School provides community with a method to collate user experience
providing Council with a layer of community insight to assist in the engineering of appropriate solutions
designed to support behaviour change of the end user – enabling all the good bike and road safety
skills education (provided in schools), to be regularly ‘practiced’ on the way to and from school. The
high use routes to and from school then become a great training ground for basic road safety skills
amongst Cambridge children. By supporting parents to utilise this time and journey, we can help reverse
the decline of walking and cycling to school whilst also working to prepare NZ’s young people with the
intuitive and competent skills they’ll need when they begin to drive on NZ roads.
Providing separated cycleways, shared pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and improved crossing
points (in the common areas and identified high use routes highlighted through the Safe Ways to School
survey), will make it safer for children to walk or cycle to school, thereby addressing the safety issue
for parents. Combined with school run initiatives to run Walking School Buses and Cycling Trains with
interested parents (provided through the Safe Ways to School survey to feed into school Safe Travel
Plans), the convenience issue for parents is also addressed making it both easier and safer for children
to use alternative transport options to get to and from school.
Future benchmarking may include increasing numbers of children walking and biking to school, benefits
seen in children’s health, fitness, attention in class, improved road safety awareness and practice of
road safety skills and parental confidence in children being able to get to/from school safely. The
Cambridge wide project has highlighted community insights to make this possible and recommends
using some measures as benchmarks for future assessment of community sentiment and behaviour.
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7.2

Recommended next steps
NZTA’s best practice suggests that every school should have a Safe Travel Plan to provide parents with
guidance for school travel, however this is not a mandatory requirement and the Safe Travel Plan
requires expertise and time to research and develop alongside school parents.
The Safe Ways to School team at CCASM recommend the following next steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCASM to provide each school with a summary report for a draft Safe Travel Plan
Schools involved to formalise a Safe Travel Plan utilising data provided
Schools to use the parent lists and meeting points provided from Safe Ways to establish these
Schools to use the alternative parking maps provided to encourage park and walk alternatives
Schools to provide a campaign to parents highlighting the benefits of walk/cycle to school
Schools to adopt the Bikes in Schools track and cycle skill education available to children
Schools to work with police and council on speed and behavioural issues around schools
Schools and Council to work on high use routes to create a School Commuter Network
Council to develop a School Commuter Network programme of improvements and return to
the school community with designs proposed for further consultation.
Find a provider for Parent Workshops on basic road safety ‘coaching’ for children, and a
walking/ride leader accreditation programme to establish Walking Buses and Cycling Trains
Schools to adopt the Bike Ready programme licencing children who achieve basic skills to join
established Walking Buses and Cycling Trains using the commuter network
Council to adopt the Safe Ways to School results and programme the development of a School
Commuter Network (connecting high use routes identified) into the Long Term Plan.
Council and CCASM to establish benchmarking measurables for future reassessment.

Note – CCASM will present each school with a report to be used as the basis for a Safe Travel Plan
summarising specific results to that school including graphs, actionable High Use Route maps, Walking Bus
and Cycling Train parent lists and meeting point maps, and Car Parking alternative drop off maps.
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